
   

Card Stock: 
Night of Navy – 8-3/4” x 7-1/2” 
Tahitian Tide – 8-3/8” x 3-3/8” (cut 2) 
Basic White – 8-1/4” x 3-1/4” (cut 2) 
Basic White Scraps 
Waves of the Ocean DSP Scraps (retired) 
Blue Foils Scraps (retired) 
Waves of the Ocean DSP – 3-1/4” x 1-1/2” 
 
Stamp Set: 
Waves of Inspiration 
 
Ink: 
Pacific Point Stampin’ Pad 
Night of Navy Stampin’ Pad 
VersaMark Stamp Pad 
Basic White Stampin’ Emboss Powder 
 
Supplies/Accessories: 
Layering Circles Dies (1-7/8” and 2-1/8”) 
Waves Dies 
Night of Navy 3/8” Bordered Ribbon 
Rhinestone Waves Basic Jewels (retired) 
Stamparatus 
Stampin’ Dimensionals 
Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
Blending Brushes 
Heat Tool 

Baby Wipes 
Mini Glue Dots 

Instructions: 
1.  Score & fold Night of Navy 8-3/4” x 7-1/2” card stock at 3-3/4”. 
2.  Using a Blending Brush and the Night of Navy stamp pad, lightly brush ink on the Basic White 8-1/4” x 3-1/4” starting from the bottom 
going from dark to light to create an ombre effect.  Attach to the Tahitian Tide 8-3/8” x 3-3/8” card stock.  Set aside. 
3.  Using the 2-1/8” circle die from the Layering Circles Dies set, punch out 3 circles from the Blue Foil, or paper of choice.  Set aside. 
4.  Punch out a circle from the Waves of the Ocean scraps using the 1-7/8” circle punch from the Layering Circles Dies set.  Attach to one of the 
foil circles from step 3.   
5.  Punch out another circle from the Waves of the Ocean DSP scraps using the 1-7/8” circle punch from the Layering Circles Dies set.  Next, 
punch out a wave from the Blue Foil scrap using one of the large wave dies from the Waves Dies set.  Using the Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
attach to the circle you just punched out.  Punch out another wave from the Waves of the Ocean DSP scrap using the same wave die.  Attach 
to the same circle over the first wave using the Multipurpose Liquid Glue.  Trim around the circle to remove the excess wave.  Attach to 
another of the foil circles from step 3.  Because I got glue everywhere, I decided to punch out a small wave from the same die set and attached 
using the liquid glue to the bottom of first 2 waves on the circle as shown above.  Totally optional. 
6.  Stamp the wave from the Waves of Inspiration stamp set onto a Basic White scrap using VersaMark stamp pad.  Heat emboss using the 
Basic White Embossing Powder and heat tool.  Using a Blender Brush and the Pacific Point stamp pad, swirl ink on and around the wave.  Using 
a Baby Wipe, clean excess ink off the embossed portion.  Then attach to the last foil circle from step 3. 
7.  Stamp two pelican/pier pilings onto a piece of Basic White scrap and punch out using the coordinating punch from the Waves Dies set.  Cut 
pelican off one of the pilings using scissors. 
8.  Assemble card front by attaching the circle from step 4 just above the center left of the Basic White/Tahitian Tide piece as shown above.  
Next,. Attach the embossed wave toward the top right using dimensionals.  Then attach the last circle toward the bottom right of this piece 
using dimensionals, all shown above.   
9.  Attach the first pelican/piling onto the card as shown above using dimensionals.  Attach the second piling without the pelican just below 
first as shown above also using dimensionals. 
10. Stamp Happy Birthday from the Waves of Inspiration stamp set onto another Basic White scrap using the Night of Navy stamp pad.  Punch 
out using the label from the Waves Dies set.  Using a length of the Night of Navy 3/8” ribbon, slide through the holes on the label.  Attach a 
couple mini glue dots between the ribbon and label to hold in place.  Then attach to card front using dimensionals.  Secure ribbon ends behind 
this piece.  Attach to card front.  
11.  Attach Rhinestone Waves Basic Jewels or rhinestones of choice to card front. 
12.  Using the Stamparatus, line up the 2 verses from the Waves of Inspiration stamp set onto the Basic White 8-1/4” x 3-1/4” card stock using 
the Night of Navy stamp pad.  If your image isn’t dark enough, stamp the verses again.  Attach to the Tahitian Tide  8-3/8” x 3-3/8” card stock. 
13.  Attach the Waves of the Ocean 3-3/8” x 1-1/2” DSP to bottom of the Basic White as shown above.  Next, stamp the pelican/pilings from 
the Waves of Inspiration stamp set just above the DSP on the Basic White using the Night of Navy stamp pad.  Attach this completed piece to 
inside of card and you are now done!! 


